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We wish to thank Dr. Spodick for his comments on our manuscript. Apparently he is in agreement with our results which indicate 100 mm/sec is the optimum paper speed. He raised the question of observer bias. We indeed conducted our study as he suggested ... "completely coded and randomized to reduce observer bias so that observers could never read data from the same subject in sequence except by chance." All observers received in- 3) In figure 5 , the electrode tip design for optimal sensing is surely offered as an example of principle rather than as an actual electrode. The geometry of the large band sensing electrode is such that it would be very difficult to have it in intimate contact with excitable tissue if used as an endocardial electrode.
In summary, small-area electrodes as they are currently used do not constitute a hazard for sensing when the higher interface impedance associated with these electrodes is appropriately used with a higher input impedance of the detecting pacemaker.
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